CTB Spectrum Services LLC
Stations:
K30KR‐D
FID 181930
K32JK‐D
FID 182688
K34KY‐D
FID 182701
K42JG‐D
FID 182705
K32JM‐D
FID 181933
K42JJ‐D
FID 182748
K21KD‐D
FID 181982
K30KN‐D
FID 182461
K40KQ‐D
FID 182465

FRN 0019‐0504‐83
Boise, ID
Boise, ID
Mt. Home, ID
Mt. Home, ID
Twin Falls, ID
Twin Falls, ID
Wyola, MT
Wyola, MT
Wyola, MT

K42JB‐D
K24IQ‐D
K28LF‐D
K33KP‐D
K38LU‐D
K31KR‐D
K44JW‐D
K46KO‐D
K48LV‐D

FID 182467
FID 181965
FID 182638
FID 182639
FID 182640
FID 181980
FID 182448
FID 182450
FID 182453

Wyola, MT
Billings, MT
Billings, MT
Billings, MT
Billings, MT
Three Forks, MT
Three Forks, MT
Three Forks, MT
Three Forks, MT

JUSTIFICATION FOR SILENT STA
A transaction is in progress to assign the licenses for the 18 stations listed above. An assignment
application will be filed with the Commission within the next several days.
Eight of the station are on Channels 38 and above and thus have been displaced by the incentive
spectrum auction. The proposed assignee is analyzing which of the other 10 stations will be displaced
by full power and/or Class A stations. The proposed assignee also plans to equip all of the stations with
updated transmission facilities and to broadcast programming of its own choosing.
The assignee’s intent to re‐equip the stations, the need for at least eight of the stations to find
new channels and apply for construction permits for those channels, and the assignee’s plans to brings
its own programming to the stations have created technical and practical uncertainties that leave CTB
Spectrum Services LLC (the current licensee) in a position where continued operation does not make
sense.
Accordingly, the stations have been shut down and will be left dark until the assignment has
been consummated and the assignee is ready to commence its own operations.
The current licensee is aware of the one‐year time limit in Section 312(g) of the Communications
Act. If the assignment has not been consummated in time for the assignee to address displacement
issues and restore station operations, the current licensee anticipates that it will undertake its own
displacement analysis and will decide whether operations can be resumed or some or all of the licenses
will be allowed to expire.
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